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□Black □  Red □F blue □Deep blue   □  purple □  INCHIGO. 
□emerald green   □Coral orange 
            Op ●Japanese silk Red +\5.000-  →   

          Op ●Japanese silk Black +\5.000- 
 The center end □Gold □Silver □ □   
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Traveler ROD MONSTERCC GT・T Series 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

FISHERMAN３pc GT＆tuna＆Big game 

 MONSTERCC・72GT・T MONSTERCC・75GT・T 

 MONSTERCC・77GT・T MONSTERCC・80GT・T 

MONSTERCC・68GT・T( for Sport GT fishing ) 

3 piece rod developed for  GT and tuna BigGame. FISHERMAN 3piece joint 

department proves results of a long field test the idea that personal guide 

arrangement is creative is much.  

 

  

 

rod （ｃｍ） Lure ｇ ＰＥline fish Price 

MONSTERCC・72GT・T 89×3 50～220 6～10 GT TUNA Biggame ￥116.600- 

MONSTERCC・75GT・T 89×3 50～220 6～10 GT TUNA BigGame ￥120,600- 

MONSTERCC・7７GT・T 89×3 50～220 6～10 GT TUNA BigGame ￥120,600- 

MONSTERCC・80GT・T 89×3 50～220 ６～10 GT TUNA BigGame ￥123,800- 

MONSTERCC・68GT・T 75×3 50～220 6～10 GT TUNA BigGame ￥119,400- 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod）  

￥13.000- RVGuideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000- 
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★ GIANT823RST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FISHERMAN の３ピース GT＆ヒラマサロッド 
GALOIS-MASSA823RST GIANT823RST 

GALOIS-MASSA813GT・T  GALOIS-MASSA813T 

GALOIS-MASSA853GT・T  GALOIS-MASSA853T 

GALOIS-casting813T   

GALOIS-casting753T  GALOIS-casting683T 

GALOIS-casting753LT  GALOIS-casting683LT 

FISHERMAN which assumed a long cast of GT and TUNA and long casting is a made 

3 piece rod series. FISHERMAN company is made GIANT823RST and 

GALOIS-MASSA82RST of guide arrangement for long casting based on original theory 

and RS structure of the GT rod grown for a long time. The GALOIS-MASSA813T 

which made blanks of a standard MONSTERCC GT T course developed again and 

GALOIS-MASSA813GT where a tour guide adopted 40-16 T are the 

GALOIS-casting813T and the GALOIS-casting753T GALOIS-casting683LT cut with 

casting by a light touch. 

 

  

 

 

GALOIS-MASSA82RST GIANT82RST 

ロッド名 仕舞込(cm)本数 ルアーg PE 対象魚 価格 

GIANT823RST 3 50～160 5～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥113.900- 

GALOIS-MASSA823RST 3 50～160 5～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥113.900- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod）  

￥13.000- RVGuideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000- 

GALOIS-MASSA853T GALOIS-MASSA813GT・T GALOIS-casting813T GALOIS-casting753T GALOIS-casting683L etc 

ロッド名＼スペック 仕舞（ｃｍ）本数 ルアーLuerWｇ ＰＥ Fish Price 

GALOIS-MASSA853GT・T 91.5×3 50～200 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥124.100- 

GALOIS-MASSA853T 91.5×3 50～200 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥124.100- 

GALOIS-MASSA813GT・T 88.5×3 50～200 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥120.800- 

GALOIS-MASSA813T 88.5×3 50～200 ６～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥120.800- 

GALOIS-casting813T 88.5×3 20～140 4～8 GT tuna kingfish ￥115.300- 

GALOIS-casting753T 86.0×3 20～140 4～6 GT tuna kingfish ￥110.000- 

GALOIS-casting753LT 86.0×3 20～100 3～5  tuna kingfish ￥107.800- 

GALOIS-casting683LT 75.0×3 20～100 3～5 tuna kingfish ￥107.800-● 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod）  

￥13.000- RVGuideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000- 
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FISHERMAN GT4 Series 

 

。 

ロッド名＼スペック 仕舞（ｃｍ）本数 ルアーｇ ＰＥ 対象魚 価格 

MONSTERCC・76GT4 ６３㎝×４ps  7.6ft 50～220 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥156.200- 

MONSTERCC・78GT4 65cm×4ps   7.8ft 50～220 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥160.200- 

GALOIS-MASSA814GT4 67cm×4ps  8.1ｆｔ  50～220 6～10 GT tuna kingfish ￥163.500- 

      

  Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RVGuideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000-   
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Existing world's largest GT 65kg + - 2kg 
Popper describe a parabola as my image and fell to the shoal near small Island. JUBO!. It seemed to me 
at the time of pumping that the nearby sea surface rose faintly at once. Also in people's voice and the 
sound of a wind, all disappeared. JUBO! . Lure reached the deep pool of a flow by the 2nd pumping. A 
captain calls me "the depth of water is 28m."  
Mr. Nakamoto of my fishing friend says “28m” with big voice so that it may be repeated. JUBO! . 
The popper moved agonizingly in big bubbles,and stopped. Then a huge shadow seemed to graze 
underneath. 
Next moment, the popper vanished from the sea surface. Before a strong shock ran on my rod, my body 
was already responding.PE No.10 started to go out from the reel of 15kg drag so easily. I tried to wind the 
reel hoding my arm close to my chest, but it won’t roll, never.Before I shouted "Follow", the captain had 

reacted quickly. Ｊust Ｉ shout, the boat came right above the GT which is going to turn to the side of a 

sinked rock. I was able to wind the line that much. Ｎext, Ｉ shouted "as it is the back", because Ｉ thought 

GT is pulled apart from the side of a sinked rock by a boat power. 

However, GT began to swim along a sinked rock in further from there. I thought Ｉ can’t drag out. Ａt the 

moment, I had shouted again, "Follow." Although a boat approached GT, it has ridden on the shoal of small 
Island with over power. 
GT rides a flow in accordance with a wall of sinked rock, and began to run. I shouted in the heart, "A line 
rubs! rubs!", and made the line free. Thick PE line with lift was softly prolonged in accordance with the wall 
of a sinked rock.  
The captain shift the gear sternway with my big voice the "back." However, a boat does not run by the 
wind and tide so that I consider. While I have laid down the rod and thumb the spool by hand, I adjusted 
the PE line according to a sinked rock and the motion of a boat, and prevents rub of the line by sinked 
rock.When a boat got out of a shoal, I could be seen GT came up from depth again and began to swim in 
the shoal under tide at high speed.  
There is sinked rock a little less than 1m in the destination. Big fish tends to run into the other side. I 
measured the timing with taking the line slag which returns a veil. It is a time of big fish just overcoming a 
rock. The time of what 0.0 second was felt for me at long time. 
At the moment of thinking, "It is now!", when I returned the veil of a reel, PE line prolonged gently until now 
began to stretch, and prolonged in a straight line like wire. Then, big fish rotate one time on a rock, a 
caudal fin is made to jump out of the water surface, and somersault. I raised the drag further and made it 
about 20kg. And I dragged and brought near the fish and started exchanging 7m shallows and floating. 
Neither tiredness nor an ache still feels my flesh. Huge GT floated on the boat occasion.Although we tried 
to scoop up in the big net the captain called special order, big fish is too large and it does not go into a net. 
We was backed up for the voice of someone "scoop!" and GT was went into the net forcibly. We had 
dragged big fisn to the deck of a boat by four persons. The base of a tail part remained, even if my both 
hands united. And it is still larger in whether the eye of this GT is almost the same as the size of the mouth 
part of special enlarged lure called the big mouse 200. When I had big fish put on a knee, holding in 
weight became pain. I was sure "It is 60kg over", and appeared in voice. "Can you measure?" "We cannot 
measure" "I understand I will release to priority!”  
We took the photograph and released briefly. GT swam slowly and the GT as my arm with the same 
pectoral fin which exists near the 1m disappeared to the sea of KOMODO.     

Extract from“Fishing Trip in Ocean Road” by Suzuki Fumio 

FISHERMAN                        The SALT WORLD magazine   

10/03 
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10.6ft 2pc 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The king of Nile 
Although I thought "snagged!?" for a moment, the 
answer was understood immediately. A line began to 
be dragged out. I loosened the drag, after hit 
immediately, and I let swim so that a fish might not 
run into a deep place.  
Although the fish ran to the deep place in the offing, 
the fish  began to run to the offing further, without 
diving into the bottom of the rock of the deep bottom 
of a lake by I loosened drag. Then, when I brake the 
line by my hand, I understood the fish became painful 
and the fish went to the water surface by the line 
angle.  
After the water surface rises, the huge head appears 
and the body shake.  
The fish come out to the water surface only to per 
pectoral fin, since the body was too large and the fish 
ran to the offing backward with the head was shaking 
at right and left 
I laid down the rod horizontally, wind the line slag. A 
fish stops shaking with the body and is running about 
in confusion the water surface slowly.  
Although when I thought that I would bring near a fish 
at this time, the body of big fish was not tiring yet.  
A fish begun to shake the body again.  
"What a nice pulling!”  
The charm of fishing, and the pleasure of lure fishing 
will surely mean such time.  
Moreover, a fish begins to sail. I let a fish swim 
further, after I take out some lines.  
A fish shakes the body again.  
After 7 minutes since a fish hits, big fish has inhaled 
many airs and began to tired. 
If I put up a rod and pump slowly calmly, big fish will 
have sailed that it is straight in me like the pulled 
horse. However, big fish began to swim horizontally in 
the place which it remains 10m.  
Then, although big fish shook the body again, there 
has already been no power to jump. I control a fish by 
the rod forcibly and bring a fish near me.  
Mr. Ramadan and Mr. Ishikawa had run back. 
Ramadan entered into water with the small gaff. In 
the place where big fish approached the rock, he 
grasps a shock leader and strikes a gaff into a fidh 
mouth.  
Although I thought in my heart “Big…! What a big…! 
Good fiishing! I’m lucky! It’s a miracle!", I can’t say it. 
 
 
 
 

The SALT WORLD magazine.  

Extract from“Fishing Trip in Ocean Road” 

 by Suzuki Fumio 
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MONSTERCC72GT 80GT  MONSTER･CC74GTS 77GTS  

 
 

ロッド名＼スペック 仕舞 ルアーｇ  ＰＥ 対象魚 価格 

MONSTERCC・72GT 1&half 50～220 
 

6～10 号 GT TUNA big game ￥112.600- 

MONSTERCC・74GTS 1&half 50～220 
 

6～10 号 GT TUNA big game ￥116.300- 

MONSTERCC・7７GTＳ 1&half 50～220 
 

6～10 号 GT TUNA big game ￥117.800- 

MONSTERCC・80GT 1&half 50～220 
 

６～10 号 GT TUNA big game ￥121.100- 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RVGuideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000-  
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ＧＩＡＮＴ 

 
(RS display is the 

abbreviation 

 for the model which used  

RS structure blank which 

 FISHERMAN developed.) 

 

  GIANT  75RS ・ 82RS ・ 86RS    This rods are mede RS structure developed original 

by FISHERMAN first time. We establishd the excellent casting distance of the popper and wonderful 

stickiness, the outstanding lifting capability. Moreover, you can cast heavy type lure, because 

popper's weight corresponds alsoto 200g. This rods were mixed the fatigue mitigation at the time of 

fight, excellent balance and control efficiency and good atthrough the line, an anti line trouble, 

etc.with highest level. 

It is the new rod of RS series should be called new concept of GT rod blank. Moreover, this rods  

have all the know-how that FISHERMAN has pursued to GT rod, and it is GT rod of a new dimension. 

 

ＧＩＡＮＴ 
 

  ＧＩＡＮＴ 82RST ・ 75RST    Since this rods is 98 cm at the packing and it is compactly, 

you can carry in the airplane. (The limited length of the baggage in airplane is possible is less than 1m.) 

We strengthened the joint part for large-sized GT! This rods have the outstanding control and 

outstanding casting capability than you think about the compact rod.It is a stylish when you go to take 

an official trip overseas, and you put this rod in a bag 

FISHERMAN ＧＩＡＮＴ 

   ＧＩＡＮＴ 70 ・ 86 ・ 88      This GT rod has made a fine improvement and fine change since 

an appearance in 1993, and ripened. The casting performance, a lifting performance, the ease of using, etc. 

are very excellent, and is still admired as the regular of GT game by many persons.  

Many rods dealing with PE line were produced by this rod became a standard.The 130m highest casting 

distance was measured by the test. (Fair wind, reference record) GIANT70 demonstrates the performance 

excellent also in jigging, such as dogtooth tuna and an amberjack. 

FISHERMAN ＧＩＡＮＴ 

 

 ＧＩＡＮＴ TOKARA 10 ・ 11     It is the rod only for GT in shore games. An outstanding 

casting distance and the outstanding control of this rod are the the best for GT fishing in severe the 

rock shore and severe Coral Sea, or leaf edge. The lightness and balance of this rod changed GT rod for 

shore. Control efficiency of the fish after hooking GT demonstrates by the high elastic carbon 

composite blank.When attacking a point, moving to a rock from a rock, it is the good at GIANT TOKARA. 

Since this rod has high power in casting and a fight from shore, it is the rod you can trust. 

FISHERMAN ＧＩＡＮＴ 

ＧＩＡＮＴ 

ロッド名＼スペック 

長さ 仕舞寸法 つなぎ ﾙｱｰｳｪｲﾄ（ｇ） ライン 

対象魚 ﾌﾞﾗﾝｸｶﾗｰ 価格 （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece ｷｬｽﾄ ｼﾞｸﾞ  ＰＥ 

GIANT 82 ＲＳ 8.2 173 1＆Ｈ 200 400 5 号～ 8 号 GT TUNA big game Bk   \ 94.500- 

GIANT 82 ＲＳＴ 8.2 91 1＆Ｈ 200 40000 5 号～ 8 号 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ   \ 113.900- 

GIANT 86 8.6 187 １＆Ｈ 180 400 5 号～ 8 号 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ   \ 93.200- 

GIANT 86 ＲＳ 8.6 173 1＆Ｈ 200 400 5 号～ 8 号 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ   \ 102.200- 

GIANT  10 10 162 2 180 300 5 号～ 8 号 ＧＴ shore fishing Ｂｋ   \ 104.100-* 

GIANT  11 11 172 2 150 300 50ｌｂ 6 号 ＧＴ shore fishing Ｂｋ   \ 106.600-* 

 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000-   ＊10ft &11ft  RV+all Ti Guide ￥23.000 

FISHERMAN 

 
 
 

ＧＩＡＮＴ  GIANT86 changed GT fishing was born to 1993. GT angler astonished casting distance 

 of the popper and superior stickiness, and lifting capability. 

Moreover, because we make the composite structure for the blank for the first time,  

and the rod for corresponding to the characteristic of PE line does not go sluck and strongly,  

it appeared shockingly as a rod dealing with PE line for the first time in the world.  

This brought about having changed the basic of lure fishing , and GT fishing close to the general public.  

It is light and excellent balance and sticky and flying distance is GT rod with all the elements  

for which are asked GT fishing. GIANT 86-88 which matured by the blank improvement for ten years 

 and the minor change is charming many fans.                    ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 
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BIG GAME 

This series have all for the element that the long cast and high power  

and a lifting performance, etc. required for the casting game of big fish.by mighty 

power.We are carrying out a fine change and fine improvement, and completed the rod 

itself to the powerful lure casting rod for big fish. By uniting with the BIG GAME series 

 in which RS structure has matured the outstanding characteristic,  

the highly efficient casting rod for big fish was completed.       

 ■high elastic carbon composit blanks  RS structure blanks 

FISHERMAN 

  

ＢＩＧ ＧＡＭＥ ８２ＲＳ  ８６ＲＳ   ＢＩＧ ＧＡＭＥ ８６  

By using RS structure developed by our company realized exellent casting distance of popper and 

wonderful lifting capability and elastic.This rod is a PE100lb line correspondence model. 

It is the best for the angler who always aims at big targets!! Since the maximum casting weight is 

240g, you can cast even the haviest Popper. 

Bat power of this rod is not defeated the super big fish over 50kg. 

BIG GAME 75RS can be used, using it together also as the jigging rod. 

 

 

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE fish blank price 

SAMURAI72GTR10 7.2  1＆Ｈ 300 600  10 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ   \ 112.600- 

SAMURAI7４GTR10 7.4  1＆Ｈ 300 600  10 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ   \ 116.300- 

BIG GAME 82 ＲＳ 8.2 173 1＆Ｈ 250 500 60 10 号 GT tuna kingfish Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 106.600- 

BIG GAME 86 8.6 187 １＆Ｈ 200 400 50ｌｂ 8 号 GT TUNA big game bk Ｗｈ  \ 103.000- 

BIG GAME 86 ＲＳ 8.6 173 1＆Ｈ 250 500 60ｌｂ 10 号 GT TUNA big game Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 107.800- 

SAMURAI・TUNA80LL 8.0  1＆Ｈ 50～   7 GT tuna BK   ￥ 88.800- 

SUMURAI・TUNA82 Ｌ 8.2 1＆Ｈ 200  60 8 号 GT tuna  Ｂｋ   \ 106.600-- 

SUMURAI・TUNA78 Ｌ 7.8 １＆Ｈ 200  50ｌｂ 8 号 GT tuna Ｂｋ   \ 106.600- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 

 

GT･GAME･T RS78  GT･GAME･T RS78H   
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FISHERMAN ＢＩＧ ＧＡＭＥ 
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SAMURAI TUNA80LL 

SAMURAI 72GTR10   SAMURAI  TUNA80LL     
samurai 72 GTR10 is made with softend top of 72 GT R10  

.it is alround GT rod for pencil , popper lured.  

It is the new rod which made suppleness make compatible with the power 

developed uniquely. Moreover, SAMURAI-TUNA80LL was added to series!  

you can cast light lure easily.with sensitive strike . 

 

 
ＧＴ・ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

Ｇ.ＴＲＥVＡＬＬＹ  RECORD 90 
G.TREVALLY started manufacture as the GT model by our compan 

y in 1989 can capture GT by stickiness and elasticity.  

G.TREVALLY was made on the basis of nylon line 30lb is trusted by the woman loves 

 GT, and the mature angler. For more people can enjoy the GT game, we pursued 

 the ease of casting, and the ease of using. We recommend this rod also to 

 the angler who wants to enjoy by lighter GT Poppers.  

This rod excels also as a jigging rod, and it is suitable when you fight  

with big fish to which a mouth tends to tear.  

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE fish blank price 

G.TREVALLY 8 8.0 187 １&h 150 2～6 GT Tuna kingfish Ｂｋ \89.200- 

G.TREVALLY 86 8.6 187 １&h 150 2～6 GT TUNA Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥95.000- 

RECORD 90 9.0 187 １&h 150 2～6 GT Tuna kingfish Ｂｋ \95.000- 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ  Ｇ.ＴＲＥVＡＬＬＹ 
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Front grip is 

fighting grip 

PAT・P 

FISHERMAN 
 

Rear grip is 

Csting grip 

PAT・P  

FISHERMAN 

Gimbal 
PAT・P 

+\4.400 

GT GAME･T 
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ＧＴ-ＧＡＭＥ-Ｔ RS  ＧＴ-ＧＡＭＥ-Ｔ RSH   GT-GAME-T     
■Ｔｈis packing size is 151ｃｍ 

■Ｔｈｅ longest length of the leaving 

 baggage in international air line is 160cm. 

■Ｗｅ recorded the highest casting distance 120m  at the time of the test.  

(the refference record as fair wind) 

←Ｔｈｅ beautiful bend of GT･GAME･TRS. 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

GT･GAME･T RS78 ＆ GT･GAME･T RS 78H   

We investigated to the capacity of "lightness", "difficulty of 

breaking", "stickiness", and "casting performance" which are the 

basic performance of GT rod. And this rod has the compactness 

demanded at the time of movement of overseas or the expedition. 

In addition this rod is the new dimension GT rod, because it have 

all the know-how that FISHERMAN have pursued to GT rod such 

as "balance" and "lifting capability", "anti line trouble", 

"operativity", "fatigue mitigation at the time of a fight". 

(We call RS It is make this rod from RS structure blank which  

FISHERMAN developed)  ■ RS structure blank 

GT･GAME･T  

GT-GAME-T sale in 1998 was extolled by GT anglerｓ who 

goes around the world. We pursued lightness, the casting 

 performance, and the lifting performance.  

Moreover, for GT game was enjoyed to more people,we 

pursue the ease of using in the ease of casting. 

This rod is one of recommendation for the anglers who wants 

to enjoy by lighter GT Popper. 

This rod is high performance also as jigging rod. 

(the end T of GT-GAME-T means a traveler.)! 

 ■ high elastic carbon composite blank 

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE fish blank price 

G.T. GAME･T RS 7.8 151 １&h 220 2～8 GT Tuna kingfish   Ｂｋ \106.600- 

G.T. GAME･T RSH 8.6 151 １&h 250 3～10 GT TUNA Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥108.000- 

 Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000ISHERMAN 
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ＧＴ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ  ＆ ＢＧ ＪＡＣＫ 
Since, angler is approached super big fish, angler can controll large-sized 

popper their own ways. 

Elasticly, strength, and super casting distance were realized!  

The forcibleness transmitted from the high elastic carbon composite blank of 

thick wrappings makes a deep impression on the angler who have balance 

“spirit-technique-strength”. Although it is the heavy rod tends to become heavy, the 

lightness by balance is more attractive than a performance. 

■ BG・JACK GT・MONSTER68・・high elastic carbon composite blank of thick wrappings. 

GT MONSTER 68 
Ｔｈｉｓ rod is the short model of ＢＧ・

JACK.Ｔｈis rod have the established 

reputation about elastic, strong, 

lightness. Ｔ ｈ ｅ  barance is great 

also. Ｔｈｅｒｅ is many fan of  

GT MONSTER. 

 

ＧＴ・ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ７２ＲＳ ７４ＲＳ 
This rod is new concept rod of RS series. This rod is GT rod of the new dimension, 

because it have all the know-how that FISHERMAN have pursued to GT rod such as 

"balance" “lightness”, “elasticly”, "lifting capability", “casting distance”, "anti line 

trouble", "management", "fatigue mitigation at the time of a fight". 

 ■  RS structure blank  

ＢＧ ＪＡＣＫ 
BG-JACK is the strongest model of GT rod in off-shore has gained support of the angler 

who aims at many huge GT. GT lure by the cast was flied from this rod of 7.8 feet tears 

apart the air like a bullet. As for this rod, you always continue putting GT under pressure, 

when you are fighting. Ｓｉｎｃｅ we made this rod long with we considered about jigging  

also and developed, this model was suite for heavy jig. 

■ high elastic carbon composite 

ＧＴ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ  

ＢＧ ＪＡＣＫ 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 
Length Joint 

Lure weight

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

Ｇ.Ｔ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ 68 9 6.8 164 1＆Ｈ 250 400 50 8 GT, tuna Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 106.600- 

Ｇ.Ｔ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ 74ＲＳ 9 7.4 128 1＆Ｈ 250 400 50 8 GT, tuna Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ―‐ \ 107.800- 

.G. JACK 78 9.5 7.8 167 １＆Ｈ 250 450 50ｌｂ 8 amberjack, tuna, GT Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 101.800- 

  

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ BG 70 
This rod have the outstanding lifting performance was floated huge GT in only 4 minutes. 

Even it included landing time, the fight times of 6 minutes. 

You can progress the ability of a fight, and durability at the casting covering a long time. 

■ YELLOW TAIL of carbon composite + hybrid structure  

■ YELLOW TAIL BG series means a yellowfin tuna. 

YELLOW ＴＡＩＬ 

Rod name＼Ｄｅｔａｉｌｓ 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint 
Lure 

weght(g) Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ  B.G. ７0 8 7.0 129 １＆Ｈ 180 350 50ｌｂ 6 GT, Tuna, Amberjack Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \103.000- 
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ＹＥＬＬＯＷ Ｔａｉｌ ＢＧ70 

 

 

Cool concentration 

However, when a huge body floats ahead, about 4m brown fish approaches to that. 

A shark was waiting with making rounds slowly. Mr. Fukada said, "A shark will be 

frightened if a net is shown", and he showed a net to the direction of a shark.A shark 

was approaching GT to 40cm disappears to depth. However, although we tried 

landing, GT is too large and does not put into a net easily. Before, as for this fish, 

only the head put in a net that was able to put in GT of 53kg. Even if we tries how 

many times, a rear half will fall from a net. Mr. Kudo was not able to overlook to see 

has come out of the pilothouse.He said "Let land with a gaff since it is too large"We 

struck a release gaff to the mouth of a fish and landed. After landing by three 

persons, immediately, Mr. Fukada pushed the sea water hose into the mouth of a 

fish. After I made the fish prepare breathing for a while, I held, or I raised, took a 

photograph briefly, and released. It is brilliant GT of 40kg over of 1m60cm."Although 

it is a fight time for about 4 minutes, is it exactly 6 minutes bacause landing is 

delayed. This time is below the half of an angler with a sufficient arm. I took a picture 

of video firmly. It was excellent fight with a motion of the hand of those both hands, 

a rod work.“ "In order to stop a large fish, what should I do? Mr. Fukada continued"It 

will be cool concentration if I says at a word." 

An extract of “Ｔｈｅ fishing trip in Tokara” 

The serial “The little fishing trip in the Islands in the south sea” by Suzuki Fumio 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 
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RED Tail６０ RED Tail６０monster 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ＲＥＤ ＴＡＩＬ 
Rod name＼Ｄｅｔａｉｌｓ 

Power 

Level 

Length 

Packng 

length Joint Lure weght(g) Line 

fish Blanks color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig  ＰＥ 

RED TAIL60Monster 8 129 1&Half 800 8 BK  08  Ｂｋ   ￥94.600- 

RED TAIL60 7 129 1&Half 600 7 BK  7  Ｂｋ   ￥82.300- 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＬＯＮＧ ＪＥＲＫＥＲ 80 
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ＫＡＩＥＮ NorthShore106 &106H & 106GT4 & 110GT4 

 

10.6ft PE-MAX ＃８  lure 60g～160g 

                                  10.6ftＧＴshoreROD 

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE fish blank price 

KAIEN northShore110GT4 11.2 88.5 4 50～220 5～10 Shore BigGame GT  Ｂｋ ￥168.000- 

KAIEN northshore106GT4 10.6 88.5 4 50～220 5～10 Shore BigGame GT Ｂｋ ￥168.000- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ NorthShore106GT 10.6  2 60～200 5～8 Shore BigGame GT  Ｂｋ ￥118.000- 

 ＫＡＩＥＮ orthShore100GT 10.  2 60～200 5～8 Shore BigGame GT Ｂｋ ￥118.000- 

TOKARA11 11.0  2 60～180 5～8 Shore BigGame GT Ｂｋ ￥118.600- 

 

Op All Ti guide \16.000-      RV Ti guide + all Ti guide \23.000- 

  



FISHERMAN 

GALOIS７０・Casting & GALOIS７５Ｔ・Casting 

 

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE fish blank price 

GALOIS-casting753T 7.5 74 3 150 2～6 sailfish GT kingfish Ｂｋ ￥106.600- 

GALOISCasting813T 8.1 86 3 156 2～6 sailfish GT kingfish Ｂｋ ￥115.300- 

GALOIS-casting753TL 7.5 74 3 100 2～5 sailfish GT kingfish BK \107.800- 

GALOISCasting68TL 8.1 6.8 3 100 2～5 sailfish GT kingfish BK \107.800- 

GALOIS７０・Casting 7.0 130 2 100 2～5  sailfish GT kingfish   Ｂｋ ￥82.800- 

GALOIS80・casting 8.0 172 2 100 2～5 sailfish GT kingfish Ｂｋ ￥92.400- 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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 SPINOZAShort512Series  512CC 5120 5121 5122 5123 5124    

 

 “FISHERMANｓ ShortRod！”  

Ｒed Tail 60&Spinoza short 512 series made based on “RS structure”, that is an Original theory of GT rod which “Fisherman” 

has cultivated for years. These rod fishts against the all huge fishes in the world. 

Fisherman which has made the Jigging short rod “Monster 56” for big fish for the first time in the world, and also developed the 

“RED Tail 60” series for amberjacks. Furthermore,  

FISHERMAN made “Spinoza short 512 series” still shorter and powerful.“The red of FISHERMAN”the short rod series are 

excellent in operativity and can manipulate a jig skillfully.  

So many angler was looking forward the series. New concept balance PAT-P reduces the tireness of jigging, which attains to the 

long time in a heavy jigging. This rod has the softness which can invite a fish, moving a jig like the live bait, and has the power 

which can move a heavy jig 400g or more, with the depth of water of 150~200m!  

By the test, with this rod, Long jig 64 750g invites a fish and it is a great hit! A heavy jig can be operated free. There is sensitivity 

which does not miss the delicate hit of big fish. Hooking which does not flip a fish. Pliability of a rod which can be united with a 

motion of big fish. It has the outstanding lifting performance. This series has all the short rod performances for which the angler 

who aims at an amberjack by JIGINGU is asking. And this series excel in durability,  the reliable actual result was recorded during 

the test.  

The left photograph is in which Suzuki of the tester of our company is doing the fight to the 52kg huge amberjack using the RT 60. 

The lower photo is the shark exaggerated 100kg caught by RED Tail 60, last year.64kg amberjack had been fished with the fight for 

14 minutes by Spinoza Short 5122. Please expect the new concept rod (PAT-P) which Fisherman develops. 

SPINOZAShort512 仕舞寸法 ﾙｱｰｳｪｲﾄ（ｇ） ライン 

対象魚 ﾌﾞﾗﾝｸｶﾗｰ 

価格 

ロッド名＼スペック （ｃｍ） ｷｬｽﾄ ｼﾞｸﾞ  ＰＥ  

SpinozaShort512CC 108 — 1000  3～10 Big game Bk  ￥ 92.300- 

SPINOZAShort5120 104  1000  3～10 Big game Ｂｋ  ￥ 90.000- 

SPINOZAShort5121 104 — 800  2～8 Big game anverjack tuna Ｂｋ  ￥ 87.700- 

SPINOZAShort5122 104 — 600  2～7 Anverjack tuna kingfish Ｂｋ  ￥ 85.400- 

SPINOZAShort5123 104 — 500  1～5 Anverjack tuna kingfish Ｂｋ  \ 79.500- 

SPINOZAShort5124 104 — 300  1～4 Anverjack tuna kingfish Ｂｋ  ￥ 76.100-● 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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 SPSRTA・Short512SS  &  MONSTE・SSShort511 Series   5120 5121 5122 5123 5124    

 

 SPARTAShort512Series 1&half 

ROD ft cm  LuerW g PE fish blank price 

SPARTA・Ｓhort t5120 5.1 104 １&h 1000 5～14 BigGame Tuna amberjack  Ｂｋ ￥95.200- 

SPARTA・Ｓhort 5121 5.1 104 １&h 800 ４～12 Tuna Amberjack Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥92.800- 

SPARTA・Ｓhort t5122 5.1 104 １&h 600 ３～10 Amberjack Kingfish Tuna Ｂｋ ￥90.500- 

SPARTA・Ｓhort 5123 5.1 104 １&h  500 2～8 Amberjack Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥84.700- 

SPARTA・Ｓhort 5124 5.1 104 １&h 300 1.5～6 Amberjack Kingfish Ｂｋ \81.300- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 

MONSTER・SSShort511Series １pieces 

MONSTER・SSShort51     Line 

FISH 

Blank 

Color 

  

Ｓｅｒｉｅｓ ｆｔ （ｃｍ） Pieces Jig PE Ｐｒｉｃｅ 

MONSTER・SSShort5110 5.1 158 1ps 1200  5～12 Tuna BigGame  Kingfish BK ￥95.200- 

MONSTER・SSShort5111 5.1 158 1ps 800   ４～10 BigGame Tuna Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥92.800- 

MONSTER・SSShort5112 5.1 158 1ps 600   ３～7 Tuna Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥90.500- 

MONSTER・SSShort5113 5.1 158 1ps 500   2～5 Tuna Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥84.700- 

MONSTER・SSShort5114 5.1 158 1ps 400   1.5～4 Tuna Kingfish Ｂｋ ￥81.300- 

MONSTER・SSShort5115 5.1 158 1ps 300   1～4 Tuna Kingfish perch Ｂｋ ￥81.000- 

MONSTER・SSShort5116 5.1 158 1ps 200   0.8～3 Tuna Kingfish perch Ｂｋ ￥79.800- 

● MONSTER・SSShort5115 ＆ MON MONSTER・SSShort5116 you can ues tairabarod (deep & biggame ) 
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 PASCALshort512Series   5120 5121 5122 5123 5124 5125   

 

The blank material of ＰASCAL short is the thickness hybrid  structure ofcarbon and  glass. This blank became light,  

having a solid advantage. PASCALshort rod is slow moderate action. The theme of the Pascal rod are as follows. 

Anglers can enjoy fight easily Huge fish can be fished. So sensitiveA prolonged fight is possible. Fish bite without any 

incongruity,The probability of hooking becomes high. you can enjoy smooth jigging without any sense of incongruity  

Spinoza short is moderato action Pascal short is slow moderato action PASCALshort is made of a thickness  

hybrid glass and carbon  blank, and serves  slow action.SPINOZAshort and PASCALshort will bring you the further 

jigging world. 

 

 SPINOZAShort512 

Power 

  Lure-Weight Line 

FISH 

Blank 

Color 

  

Ｓｅｒｉｅｓ （ｃｍ） Cast Jig PE Ｐｒｉｃｅ 

PASCALshort5120 9 104   1000   8 号 biggame  Bk ￥89.900- 

PASCALshortt5121 8 104 ― 800   7 号 Tuna biggame Ｂｋ ￥87.600- 

PASCALshortt5122 7 104 ― 600   6 号 Tuna anberjack Ｂｋ ￥85.300 

PASCALshort5123 6 104 ― 500   5 号 Tuna kingfish Ｂｋ ￥79.500- 

PASCALshort5124 5 104 ― 300   4 号 kingfish Ｂｋ ￥76.000- 

PASCALshort5125 5 104 ― 300   4 号 kingfish Ｂｋ ￥73.200- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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SPINOZA・Short512Ｔ®（Traveler）5121Ｔ 5122Ｔ 5123Ｔ 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 SPINOZAShort512Ｔ 

Power 

  Lure-Weight Line 

FISH 

Blank 

Color 

  

Ｓｅｒｉｅｓ （ｃｍ） Cast Jig PE Ｐｒｉｃｅ 

          

SPINOZAShort5121Ｔ 9 58 ― 800   ７号 Kingfish amberjack merlin  Ｂｋ ￥93.400- 

SPINOZAShort5122Ｔ 8 58 ― 600   6 号 Kingfish amberjack Ｂｋ ￥90.200 

SPINOZAShort5123Ｔ 6 58 ― 500   5 号 Kingfish amberjack Ｂｋ ￥83.700- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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SPINOZA vertical TUNA53 and Samsonfish 
The Samson fish lives to the west coast in Australia mostly. A group is made from November to January for spawn.  
The number is about 10000 animals. Therefore, we surprise this number is one group's number of animals. 
Furthermore we surprise the weight of one animal is no less than 20-50kg. If we explored with a fish finder  
carefully in t he depth of water of 110m, a crimson reaction will appear. Although a boat is left to a wind and tide  
and it is flowing, a captain is already calculation ending about the flowing direction.  
When I dropped LONGJig520g quickly and had taken up and down slowly near the seabed, I had the hit!.  
The next instant the violent pulling attacks me!.When SPINOZA vertical TUNA53R10L developed for tunas  
drew the beautiful vent, the reel spool of 15kg drag emitted the metallic sound, and was reversed. 

We tested this rod with PE line No.10 and/130ｌｂ and Super Stealth240ｌｂ BigGame.  

A tester started to fight with putting the drag about 15~20kg to the spool of STELLA SW20000HG. 

And we could proove the exellence of SPINOZA vertical R10 series with valuable data. 

 

  

 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ   When you choose a rod on the basis of the long jigging rod, YELLOW 

TAIL can be chosen by length of 6-9 feet, and canreply to an angler's needs. By using RS 

structure blank, we realized lightness, elasticlly, pliant bend, and correspond to the blue fish which 

moves downward violently. Since there is abundant variations, you can look for a suitable  

rod to you. There is also a rod which is adapted for lure for medium size fish, such as from 

amberjack yellowtail to dolphin, tuna, bonito, etc. This rod has the severe sensitivity and does not 

overlook the delicate strike with transmitting through a rod. And the pliant bend of a rod after 

hitting, and a rod work correspond to blue fish with a weak mouth. 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ68・70・80・90 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length Packng length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

Yellow Tａｉｌ 68 5 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 50 120 16ｌｂ 3 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 72.600- 

Yellow Tａｉｌ 68 Ｈ 6 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 60 130 20ｌｂ 3 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 75.000- 

Yellow Tａｉｌ  7 6 7.0 152 １＆Ｈ 70 130 25ｌｂ 4 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 89.700- 

Yellow Tａｉｌ  8 6 8.0 170 １＆Ｈ 70 130 22ｌｂ 4 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 93.200- 

Yellow Tａｉｌ  9 7 9.0 197 １＆Ｈ 100 170 30ｌｂ 5 号 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 94.500- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ ＆ ＡＭＢＥＲ ＪＡＣＫ ＬＬ 

 

 

YELLOW TAILvertical  &  AMBER JACK LL 
 

We thought the power of the fight required for vertical-jigging 

by being made from low elastic carbon glass composite  

structure blank. Therefore, when you bend a rod too much, this series is  

covered in a bend and durability of a flexible rod. 

It does not only transmit an angler a motion of a fish, but this  

seriesis floats the fish with giving a pressure always. 

This rod cover angler's fight covering long time.  

You can sense the motion of the lure sensitivity when you fall  

the lure and do jerk.  

And the advantage of the short rod is demonstrated more than  

enough. Since you can charm fish and manage the jig free by this rod,  

you can enjoy prolonged fighting with you feel easy with big fish.  

In effect, you can control the lure free by the elasticity of tip.  

Since anglers can maintain extensive the angles of the rod  

According to a motion of the angler, after a fish hits, angler’s fight with a 

long time don’t get tired is possible!  

■low elastic carbon glass composite structure blank 

left photograph:  

Ｔｈe fish was fished by YELLOW TAIL vertical ３Ｌ. 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ ＆ ＡＭＢＥＲ ＪＡＣＫ ＬＬ 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ ＆ ＡＭＢＥＲ ＪＡＣＫ ＬＬ                ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

  
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length Packng length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ Vetical   9 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 350 600 60ｌｂ 8 amberjack, tuna, marline Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 107.800- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ Vetical Ｌ  8 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 300 450 60ｌｂ 8  amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 105.400- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ Vetical ＬＬ  7 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 200 350 50ｌｂ 6 escolar, amberjack Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 94.500- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ Vetical ＬＬＬ 6 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 150 250 40ｌｂ 6 escolar, amberjack Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 87.500- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ Vetical 4Ｌ 5 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 130 220 40ｌｂ 5 escolar, amberjack Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 82.300- 

Ａｍｂｅｒ Ｊａｃｋ  ＬＬ 6.5 6.1 106 １＆Ｈ 180 320 50lb 6 escolar, amberjack Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 92.100- 

FISHERMAN 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ＤＪ 

 
ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ＤＪ 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ ＤＪ   New idea YELLOW TAIL DJ was made as a 

rod with main purpose of jigging and casting. A motion of a smooth rod 

corresponds to a motion of the jig from a slow to a rapid pace free. YELLOW 

TAIL DJ designed by high sensitivity does not miss even the smallest strike. 

Moreover, since we considered a severe dolphin game also, this rod is strong 

blank. And you can constitute casting, lifting, and landing as a game which is full 

of speed. YELLOW TAIL DJ of the new idea is the appearance of surprise in the 

world of fishing. You will be satisfied with all efficiency of this rod such as the 

sensitivity of this rod, weight, elasticly, casting dixtance etc. 40 dolphins were 

able to be pulled up at the time of a field test! And durability was proved.  

As for this rod, beauty and performance and the ease of using is demonstrated 

more than enough in the philosophy of FISHERMAN. It is good for also blue 

color fish with a weak mouth.  ■ RS structure blank 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

YｅｌｌｏｗＴａｉｌ ＤＪ 60 6 6.0 ― 1 90 220 25ｌｂ 4 号 dolphin, amberjack, yellowtail Ｂｋ   \ 71.400- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ ＤＪ 65 6 6.5 ― 1 90 220 20ｌｂ 4 号 dolphin, amberjack, yellowtail Ｂｋ   \ 72.600- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ 

 

 

The amberjack of a photograph is 

January 1997. While testing MONSTER, 

it has been fished with the fight for 10 

minutes, and is still the record of  

active service as a Hawaii Island new 

record.  

 

 

 

ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ 
This rods were made the fusion object of a new material glass and carbon to the rod, and was made from the special design 

blank which gave the extreme taper. And balance efficiency, elastic, and lightness were realized. MONSTER 56 appeared in 1996 

gave a big shock to the world of big fish jigging, and established the world of a short rod. Moreover, it is easy to grip a long grip and 

it is suitable forprolonged jigging and a prolonged fight. Many actual results and big fish record are the proof of the excellency of 

this rod.  

Angler can feel the strike while you move a jig and lure fish. And the natural thing is managed firmly.. MONSTER is designed so that 

it can bear also for severe bending. It is proved that there is no almost blank breakage by many anglers who are using MONSTER. 

The merit of balance of one piece blank was given excellent the bend of the rod in the short rod. And angler can also control big 

fish at the time of jigging games, such as huge amberjack and dogtooth tuna.  

Since abundant variation from a tough angler to ladies and juniors is prepared, if the optimal rod for yourself is chosen, a fight with 

big fish will become familiar. Moreover, we thought as you could fish easily ar severe jigging field in Japan by MONSTER 2L and 3L. 

MONSTER 2L&3L is the true value, since you can use easily, and enjoy the fight with fish, and land fish 

■ Carbon & glass fusion object blank                            Monster ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ MONSTER 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

MONSTER 9 5.6 ― 1 350 700 60ｌｂ 9 号 amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 103.000- 

MONSTER L 8 5.6 ― 1 300 600 50ｌｂ 8 号 amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 99.300- 

MONSTER 2L 7 5.8 ― 1 300 500 50ｌｂ 6 号 Yellowtail, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 95.600- 

MONSTER 3L 6 5.8 ― 1 220 300 40ｌｂ 5 号 Yellowtail, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 93.200- 

MONSTER UL 5 5.6 ― 1 ― 300 30ｌｂ 4 号 escolar, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 103.000- 
 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 

ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ 

 

ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ 61 70 72RS 74RS 72GT  
MONSTER CC61, CC70, and 72GT make MONSTER a low elastic carbon composite, and adds a 

casting function and length. MONSTER CC 72 RS and 74 RS made from RS structure blank for 

main purpose of jigging. 

By the pile of the actual result of FISHERMAN, we made the wonderful blank. It is not too much 

to say that MONSTER CC series was born as the rod produced for big fish fishing. 

■ low elastic carbon composite structure blank 

FISHERMAN 

超ショートロッドを使用するＧＴゲームの試みが、この一本から始まります。 



FISHERMAN 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ ７２ＧＴ 

  ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ ７２ＧＴ    
 

72GT of GT casting model appeared in popular "MONSTER CC series! This rod is the new dimension GT rod, 

because it have all the know-how that FISHERMAN have pursued to GT rod such as "balance" “lightness”,  

“ elasticly”, "lifting capability", “casting distance”, "anti line trouble", "management", "fatigue mitigation at 

the time of a fight". 

It has the outstanding performance as jigging rod for big fish too. 

■ low elastic carbon composite structure blank 

 FISHERMAN 

ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ ７２ＲＳ ・７４ＲＳ 

   
 ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ ７２ＲＳ ・７４ＲＳ   
It was made the top of MONSTER CC lengthened and was soft. A blank is RS structure and we realized to good at the 

sensitivity and lightweight-izing at the time of jigging.  

This rod demonstrates the power by the field of intense flow at the time of aiming at a large yellowtail, and jigging of any 

kind of tunas.The length of a 7.2 feet and 7.4 feet can cover the height of the Japanese fishing boat.  

This rod is the jigging type for the Japanese is easy to use. 

FISHERMAN 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ 

 

 

ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ ６１・70 
We did the low elastic carbon composite-ized MONSTER 

and made MONSTER CC1, CC70, and 72GT, and adds a 

casting efficiency and length.  

MONSTER CC 72 RS and 74 RS made from  

RS structure blank for main purpose of jigging. 

By the pile of the actual result of FISHERMAN,  

we made the wonderful blank. 

It is not too much to say that MONSTER CC serieswas 

born as the rod produced for big fish fishing.  

■ low elastic carbon composite structure blank 

 

←It is a photograph when fighting with BlueMarine in 

Yonaguni Island. 

MONSTER CC 61                   

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＭＯＮＳＴＥＲ ＣＣ   ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 



FISHERMAN 

 

Ｗｅ land the fish softly and strongly. 

MONSTER・CC61 

 ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 



FISHERMAN 

FISHERMAN    MONSTER CC 

 

 

MONSTER ＣＣ70 
It is the rod demonstrates the big game concept of 

FISHERMAN 

more than enough.  

And it is the multi-rod with the lifting capability for a big 

fish, 

and you can use jigging or casting. 

The excellent of this rod is proved by practice. 

100 pounds over grouper had been fished from the 100m 

seabed with the fight for 5 minutes during the test. 

ISHERMAN 

 

 ■ Low elastic carbon composite thick volume 

 

MONSTER CC70＋64・300ｇ 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ MONSTER CC 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length Packng length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

 color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ   Price   

MONSTER CC61 10 5.8 104 １＆Ｈ 320 600 60ｌｂ 8 GT, tuna, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 107.800- 

MONSTER CC70 9.5 7.0 130 1＆Ｈ 300 600 50ｌｂ 8 GT, tuna, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 111.400- 

MONSTER 6 8 6.0 ― 1 300 600 50ｌｂ 6 tuna, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 100.900- 

MONSTER 62 9 6.2 ― 1 350 700 60ｌｂ 8 Amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 105.400- 

MONSTER 67 9 6.7 ― 1 280 450 50ｌｂ 8 yellowtail, amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 107.800- 

MONSTER Jr. 7 5.3 ― 1 300 600 50ｌｂ 6 amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 103.000- 

MONSTER TUNA 10 5.6 ― 1 350 800 80ｌｂ 9 amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 104.100- 

 

 SAMURAI ＴＵＮＡ MONSTER・TUNA CC74&77GTS 
 It is a rod for aiming at tunas by lure casting. We pursued the design raised hooking rate, 

 not to mention the ease of feeling of the strike with we considered especially about minnow.  

We produced the rod of new concept by guide arrangement  that is increasing the number of 

the guides and using the top guide of light 12phi. 

You can cast the light lure far and feel the strike sensitivity of the fish. 

 ■ high elastic carbon composite blank.                       FISHERMAN 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

 color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

SAMURAI ・
TUNA80LL 8 8.0  1＆Ｈ 150 200 45ｌｂ 7 Tuna Ｂｋ   \ 88.800- 

SAMURAI ・ TUNA 

82Ｌ 9 8.2  1＆Ｈ 180 300 45ｌｂ 8 Tuna Ｂｋ   \ 106.600- 

SAMURAI ・ TUNA 

78ＬＬ 9 7.8  1＆Ｈ 140 250 35ｌｂ 8 Tuna Ｂｋ   \ 106.600- 

 

Rod name＼Details 

Power 

Level 

Rod 

Length 

ｃｍ piece 

 

Keep 

（ｃｍ） 

MAX 

Casting 

Weight 

＊ 

MAX 

ＰＥ Price 

MONSTER・TUNA CC74GTS 9 214 １＆Ｈ 133 320 
8～10 

(130lb) ￥116.300- 

MONSTER・TUNA CC77GTS 9 226 １＆Ｈ 143 320 
8～10 

(130lb) ￥117.800- 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 

 



FISHERMAN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ＴＵＮＡ ＳＴＩＣＫ ＯＯＭＡ   

Our company is continuing producing the rod for trolling.And we adapt the carved bat to this 

rod for aiming at a tuna and marline. The short carved bat for big games could equip with 80lb 

troll reel, and made the new world of a standing fight.  

The troll rod of FISHERMAN is the beautiful decoration and is finished carefully.  

Our theme of toroll rod is beautiful and strong. This rod is made from new carbon glass fusion 

object, and combine flexible of the glass and high elastic of the carbon. The origin of the name 

of TUNA STICK OOMA has imagined over 100kg bluefin tuna of Oma cape in Aomori. 

■ roller guide ★include standing carved bat                  FISHERMAN 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ 

 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ ＣＣ ＆ ＣＧ   
It is the rod developed for super-heavy jigs.  

CG was made from the composite blank of carbon and a glass. And CC was made from the thick 

volume high carbon blank. You can appoint any following three one by standard equipment.  

Gold cermet super ocean guides, Sic super ocean guides, Roller guide (only bait model). 

Although you can choose wrapping color, keep in mind that a decoration volume is specification of 

our company.A roller guides also has the model that decoration does not have. 

■Titanium gimbal, ■titanium coat reel sheet (bait model : 22 phi reel sheet with trigger), 

■ blank is black mat 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮＳＰＩＮＯＺＡvertical  



FISHERMAN 

 

 
SPINOZA is a FISHERMAN brand  

and a highest-class name. 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ vertical   
SPINOZA vertical exists as unique series in a FISHERMAN rod group.  

The highest technology of a FISHERMAN rod was ended SPINOZA. 

And SPINOZA is special edition such as the decoration wrapping and the design.  

A super-performance, functional beauty, and high-class feeling of decoration wrapping 

only for Spinoza! The concept of a design has "fusion of super-performance of the 

short rod, and functional beauty". Tihis rod is new beauty. FISHERMAN 

SPINOZAvertical ＆ TUNASTICK 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡvertical R10L＆R8L Power 

Level 

Length 

Packing 

length Joint 
Lure weight 

（ｇ） Line 
Blue…any kind of blue color fish 

 

Target fish 

Blanks 

color 

 

Rod name＼Details （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

SPINOZA vertical TUNA53 L 10 5.3 92 1＆Ｈ ― 1000 50lb 10 Amberjack, Tuna, Dogtooth Ｂｋ   \ 104.800- 

SPINOZAvertical 53 9 5.3 101 1＆Ｈ ― 800 80lb 8 Amberjack, Tuna, Blue Ｂｋ   \ 103.700- 

SPINOZA vertical L  8 4.8 101 1＆Ｈ ― 500 80lb 7 Amberjack, Tuna, Blue Ｂｋ   \ 101.400- 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ 2L   7 5.3 101 1＆Ｈ ― 400  6 Amberjack, Tuna, Blue Ｂｋ   \ 92.200 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ ｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ 3L   6 5.3 101 1＆Ｈ ― 350  6 Amberjack, Blue Ｂｋ   \ 82.900- 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡｖｅｒｔｉｃａｌ 4L   5 5.3 101 1＆Ｈ ― 300  5 Amberjack, Blue, Bonito Ｂｋ   \ 80.600- 

■ R10L and R8L is standard that is Long nut reel sheet and Long grip. 

ＴＵＮＡ ＳＴＩＣK ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ Power 

Level 

Length 

Packing 

length Joint 
Lure weight 

（ｇ） Line 
Blue…any kind of blue color fish 

 

Target fish 

Blanks 

color 

 

Rod name＼Details （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

ＴＵＮＡ ＳＴＩＣＫ 30ｌｂ 9 3.5 121 1＆Ｈ ― ― 50lb 8 Tuna, Bluefin tuna Ｂｋ   \ 195.900- 

ＴＵＮＡ ＳＴＩＣＫ 80ｌｂ 10 8.5 118 1＆Ｈ ― ― 80lb 10 Tuna, Bluefin tuna Ｂｋ   \ 218.900- 

ＴＵＮＡ ＳＴＩＣＫ ＯＯＭＡ 52 10 5.2 121 1＆Ｈ 150 300 80lb 8 Tuna, Bluefin tuna Ｂｋ   \ 172.800- 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ ＣＣ 10 4.8 153 1 ― 1000 80lb 8 Tuna, Bluefin tuna Ｂｋ   \ 106.000- 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ ＣＧ 10 4.8 153 1 ― 1500 80lb 10 Dogtooth, Bluefin tuna Ｂｋ   \ 109.500- 

ＳＰＩＮＯＺＡ AMBERJACK 7 5.3 101 1＆Ｈ ― 300  6 Amberjack, Blue, Tuna Ｂｋ   \ 78.300- 

 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＵＮＡ  ＆  ＡＭＢＥＲＪＡＣＫ 

 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＵＮＡ  ＆  ＡＭＢＥＲＪＡＣＫ 
This rod is strongest lure rod for off-shore, and the target was extracted to the super-big fish at the time of 

jigging. When an angler challenge over 50kg fish such as marline, bluefin tuna, huge dogtooth by spinning or bait 

reel, this blank of a high elastic carbon composite demonstrates a powerful lifting performance to the maximum 

extent.                                                                   FISHERMAN 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＵＮＡ  ＆  ＡＭＢＥＲＪＡＣＫ 

B.G TUNA  
ＡＭＢＥＲＪＡＣＫ 

Rod name＼Details 
Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing  
length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

 color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

B.G. TUNA 65 10 6.5 － 1 350 800 80ｌｂ 9 amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 101.400- 

B.G. TUNA 76 10 7.6 150 １＆Ｈ 250 500 50ｌｂ 7 Amberjack, tuna, GT Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 97.900- 

AMBERJACK 76 10 7.6 150 １＆Ｈ 250 500 50ｌｂ 7 amberjack, tuna, GT Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 97.900- 

AMBERJACK 65 10 6.5 － 1 350 800 80ｌｂ 9 Amberjack, tuna Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 101.400- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 

FISHERMAN  ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ・L 

 
BG・OCEAN H 

 ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ・L  ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ  ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ・H  
This rod is the short rod in order to aim at a dolphin, bonito, tuna by casting. 

BG-OCEAN & BG-OCEAN H is made from the same high elastic carbon 

composite blank as GIANT86.  

This rod is light, and since it excels in lifting capability, you can cast the lure far 

which you cannot be regarded as a short rod. It is the short rod which can be 

adapt lure broad from casting to jigging. Much wonderful result continue since 

sale. For example, 101kg “japanese giant seabass” by BG OCEAN (bait), and GT 

over 40kg by BG OCEAN H+2, etc. Since BG-OCEAN-L is made from the low 

elastic carbon composite blank, it has the 2nd page nature of suppleness 

 and powerful with it, and is the the best for Yellowtail with a weak mouth.  



FISHERMAN 
ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 

ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ   
It is light jigging rod with new concept! Since BG-OCEAN from the first was designed for casting, it changed the length of 

a grip and the guides for jigging only. “sensitivity”, “lightweight”, “sticky”, “durability”, even if it takes anything, it excels. 

It is the rod which demonstrated the philosophy of jigging which FISHERMAN has more than enough. 

*MNSG(Super ocean guides) + top guide is titanium * reel sheet is 18phi of great sensitivity (free option 20phi). 

ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ G 

ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ・Ｇ   
We used special carbon & glass composite blank for BG-OCEAN-G. The jig moves slow look like the fish that move slow swimmer 

by a motion of this rod moderato at the time of soft jigging. A pliant motion of a jig by thiis rod perfect for a slow method.  

A special carbon & glass composite blank has been already proved about high potential in MONSTER series. Moreover,  

it is a rod corresponding to fight with a fish with weak mouths, such as Yellowtail. 

ＢＧ ＯＣＥＡＮ 

BG OCEAN 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 
length Joint 

Lure weight 

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

B.G. OCEAN Ｌ 6 6.5 ― 1 90 180 25ｌｂ 4 amberjack, yellowtail Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 66.900- 

B.G. OCEAN Ｌ+2 6 6.7 ― 1 90 180 25ｌｂ 4 amberjack, ｙｅｌｌｏｗｔａｉｌ Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 69.200- 

B.G. OCEAN Ｌ 
Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 6 6 ― 1 ― 220 25ｌｂ 4 

any kind of blue fish, yellowtail, 
middle fish in South Ｂｋ ― ― \ 68.000- 

B.G. OCEAN 2Ｌ 
Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5.5 6 ― 1 ― 170 25ｌｂ 4 

any kind of blue fish, yellowtail, 
middle fish in South Ｂｋ ― ― \ 66.900- 

B.G. OCEAN 3Ｌ 
Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5 6 ― 1 ― 150 25ｌｂ 4 

any kind of blue fish, yellowtail, 
middle fish in South Ｂｋ ― ― \ 65.700- 

B.G. OCEAN 7 6.5 ― 1 100 250 30ｌｂ 4 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 71.500- 

B.G. OCEAN +2 7 6.7 ― 1 100 250 30ｌｂ 4 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 74.900- 

B.G. OCEAN 70 7 70 ― 1 100 250 30lb 4 amberjack, dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 79.500- 

B.G. OCEAN H 8 6.5 ― 1 120 350 40ｌｂ 6 amberjack, GT Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 82.900- 

B.G. OCEAN H+2 8 6.7 ― 1 120 350 40ｌｂ 6 amberjack, GT Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 86.500- 

B.G. OCEAN Ｇ 7 6.0 ― 1 150 350 40ｌｂ 6 amberjack, yellowtail Ｂｋ ― ― \ 82.900- 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ  

 

ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ ２Ｌ ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ   Since this rod is made from acknowledged RS structure 

blank, this rod was sticky and the difficulty of breaking, and powerful. The beautiful pliant moderato vent 

produced by one piece blank changes common sense of the short rod. With exact invitation, the practical 

quick action is foundations. Ｉt is the short rod which can be used broadly jigging and casting. 

■Jigger: special of the jigging rod only having under arm..  

■limited color- all 4 color: Red. Frog green, Flash blue, Black. 

ＢＧ・ＯＣＥＡＮ ２Ｌ ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 

RUNNER 
Rod name＼Details Power 

Level 

Length 
Packing 
length Joint 

Lure weight 

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks  

color 

 

 （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 53 5.5 5.3 ― 1 70 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 

dolphin, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 69.000- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 56 5.5 5.6 ― 1 70 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 

dolphin, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 70.200- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 60 5.5 6.0 ― 1 70 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 

dolphin, tuna Ｂｋ   \ 71.400- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 52 Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5.5 5.2 ― 1 ― 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 
middle size fish in south Ｂｋ   \ 69.000- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 55 Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5.5 5.5 ― 1 ― 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 
middle size fish in south Ｂｋ   \ 71.400- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 58 Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5.5 5.8 ― 1 ― 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 
middle size fish in south Ｂｋ   \ 72.600- 

ＴＡＩＬ ＲＵＮＮＥＲ 62 Ｊｉｇｇｅｒ 5.5 6.2 ― 1 ― 170   4 
any kind of fish, yellowtail, 
middle size fish in south Ｂｋ   \ 73.800- 

Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

 



FISHERMAN 

 

ＯＣＥＡＮ  ＆ ＯＣＥＡＮ Jigger 

ＯＣＥＡＮ  ＆ ＯＣＥＡＮ Jigger 
This rod is the series for enjoying a game with dolphin,bonito and little trevally from a boat. 

The short rod boom has been arisen all over the country since sale. By speedy correspondence 

of a short model, the fight united with the motion of a game fish is made possible! 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＯＣＥＡＮ＆Jigger 

OCEAN 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks  

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

OCEAN 65L 4 6.5 143 １＆Ｈ 45 90 16ｌｂ 3 dolphine bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 64.100- 

OCEAN 5 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 50 120 16ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 67.800- 

OCEAN H 6 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 60 130 20ｌｂ 3 dolphine bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 70.200- 

OCEAN 67Ljigger 4 6.5 143 １＆Ｈ 45 90 16ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 66.600- 

OCEAN Jigger 5 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 50 120 16ｌｂ 3 dolphine bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 66.900- 

OCEAN Hjigger 6 6.8 129 １＆Ｈ 60 130 20ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 69.200- 

 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＣＨＯＣＯ ＳＴＩＣＫ 

 

ＣＨＯＣＯ ＳＴＩＣＫ 
This rod is excellent in handling which anglers are easy to be undershirt cast, the flip cast,  

the short roll cast, etc.in a narrow  boat.  

You can enjoy games, such as dolphin, bonito, seabass based on  a single hand.  

It can be used also by the double hand. You can use more with light feeling! 

 ＣＨＯＣＯ ＳＴＩＣＫ54 

CHOCO STICK 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

CHOCO STICK 4 5.4 ― 1 50 100 16ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 62.300- 

CHOCO STICK L 3 5.4 ― 1 40 80 16ｌｂ 2 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 60.000- 

ＣＨＯＣＯ ＳＴＩＣＫ54   ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

 

ＣＨＯＣＯ ＪＩＧ 

ＣＨＯＣＯ ＪＩＧ 
This rod has many reliance as the rod for yellowtail game. Furthermore, if an angler chooses the length of 

the grip and the reel sheet, it can be made the delicate and practical rod suitable for the angler individual.  

Although time is taken, please indicate details on a special order.  

Since a rod was put between the under arm and action was attached, the end of the grip was lengthened.  

This rod is the rod series for jigging which we investigated ideal rod balance. 

So you are possible easy to high level of techniques, such as “a rapid pace jerk” and  “jerk and jerk”. 

You are possible to choose a broad type from a jig over 300g. to a jig or less 100g. 

FISHERMAN 
ＣＨＯＣＯ ＪＩＧ60・68 

CHOCO JIG 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 

length Joint 
Lure weight

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

MONSTER CHOCO JIG 9 6.0 ― 1 300 600 50ｌｂ 6 amberjack dogtooth Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 100.200- 

BIG GAME CHOCO JIG 8 6.8 ― 1 150 300 40ｌｂ 6 amberjack dogtooth Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 96.800- 

GIANT CHOCO JIG 7 6.8 ― 1 100 250 30ｌｂ 4 amberjack dogtooth Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 87.600- 

RECORD CHOCO JIG 6 6.8 ― 1 90 180 25ｌｂ 4 amberjack dolphin Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 82.900- 

CHOCO JIG 5 6.0 ― 1 60 120 20ｌｂ 3 yellowtail Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 71.500- 

CHOCO JIG L 4 6.0 ― 1 50 100 16ｌｂ 2 yellowtail Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 70.300- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  
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ＤＯＬＰＨＩＮ  Ｔhe theme of this rod is “ how a dolphin is fished pleasantly." Anglers can choose a favorite 

type from five kinds of rods from a super ultralight to hard. It is the rod with which we pursued how one fish 

could be fished easily and pleasantly. The pliant and beautiful vent is derive fromthe potential height of a rod.  

Since this rod have the strength and durability and lightness, you can enjoy all from the casting to the fighting.  

■Although we are considering and designing distance of casting to priority, you can order the jigger type also 

be manufactured on a special order. 

ＤＯＬＰＨＩＮ53・59・60 

DOLPHIN 
Rod name＼Details Power 

Level 

Length Packing length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

 （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Jig Cast PE Nylon Price 

DOLPHIN 4.5 5.3 ― 1 50 100 16ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 62.900- 

DOLPHIN L 4 6.0 ― 1 40 80 16ｌｂ 2 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 67.800- 

DOLPHIN H 5 6.0 ― 1 60 120 20ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 69.000- 

DOLPHIN UL 3 5.9 ― 1 50 100 20ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ Ｂｌ \ 77.400- 

DOLPHIN SUL 2 5.9 ― 1 40 60 16ｌｂ 3 dolphin bonito Ｂｋ Ｗｈ ― \ 77.400- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

 

 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＡＫＡＭＥ 
We mede B.G AKAME90 with we considered that this rod conduct you the small strike from the 

minnow, and the fight with huge seabass. Even if an angler take huge seabass, this rod is not 

missed by any means!  It is the rod which we considered about an angler have the leadership at 

fighting with fish and had fished it certainly. 

The condition of the rod is that in order to fish is easy to eating away the minnow and you are 

easy to exchange with powerful fish with a weak mouth, it is pliant and strong rods.  

You can make big fish bite by this rod with you don’t giving sense of incongruity to big fish,  and 

an angler feel he motion of minnow exactly, and angler don’t overlook a small strike. 

B.G AKAME10.6 is using the common blank with KAIENShoreMagic10.6. You can order one as your 

special rod from the diameter of guides to the diameter of a reel sheet, and thickness of a grip. 

B.G AKAME 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length Packing length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks  

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

B.G. AKAME90 7 9.0 197 １＆Ｈ 100 150 30ｌｂ 5 Barramundi KingSalmon Ｂｋ Ｗｈ  \ 95.000- 
Option Bait +￥5.500-  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥6.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥13.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥20.000 
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The legend of KAIEN 
 

AM 2:30 3/Nov/03 

 
Chinese saeperch  112cm, 11.2kg     KAIEN ShoreMagic833SP  

 

 

We had the 4th day  of the 
Kochi expedition..  
Every day, it stayed at the 
car and waited for tide and 
time.  
The uneasiness that the 
rise of water of the river by 
rain from last night appears 
in the head of my want of 
sleep.  
Daytime and night have 
reversed lodging on a car. 
The burden to the body 
becomes large  by a nap 
is shallow and short time 
sleep, and the shortage of 
movement, it is an irregular 
meal. Although my physical 
strength maintenance was 
aimed at by the jogging of 1 
hour of the morning and 
evening, two persons' 
young tester took  sleep, 
and had a good appetite. 
My eyes have been clear  
when intense rain became 
a small rain at 2:30 a.m. of 
the final day. I waked up 
the tester M was lying down 
by the car together. 
And although we begun to 
prepare the fishing 
preparations, the current 
does not move because of 
rise of water by rain, as I 
considered. 
But a premonition of an big 
fish occured to my head. 
He also felt something, 
when I awoke Mr. T who 
was sleeping by the next 
car. 
Shortly after I do not 
hesitate but standing on the 
current, Mr. M went into the 
down current at intervals of 
40m. 
The 1st casting, only the 
sign of big fish is full and 
my mind gets impatient. 
Mr. M's sharp sound of rod 
cast sound broke silence. 
Mr. T came among two of 
us, and he started 
casting….. BAFFU! ..... The 
sound in which big fish 
inhaled the top plug 
sounded! 
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 ＲＥＣＯＲＤ 
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ＲＥＣＯＲＤ  King salmon in Alaska, Sakhalin taimen in Mongolian, Akame(Japanese seabass) in Shimanto river, Bluefin 

tuna of Tappi cape .... Since angler can cast the lure from light to heavy by this rod, he can aim at various targets. 

It is one for having fished the record fish as the name. 

FＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ＲＥＣＯＲＤ             

RECORD 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price   

RECORD 7 6 7.0 152 １＆Ｈ 70 130 25ｌｂ 4 
BlueTrevally, Barramundi 

SakhalinTaimen Ｂｋ   \ 89.700- 

RECORD 8 6 8.0 170 １＆Ｈ 70 130 25ｌｂ 4 
BlueTrevally, Barramundi 

SakhalinTaimen Ｂｋ   \ 93.200- 

RECORD 9 7 9.0 197 １＆Ｈ 100 150 30ｌｂ 5 
BlueTrevally, Barramundi 

SakhalinTaimen Ｂｋ   \ 95.000- 

 

ＳＥＡＢＡＳＳ 
This rod was manufactured for the angler who aims at Seabass easily in a bay area. It earn the distance of the 

Lure required in order that you may explore a large area speedily by this 8 feet type. 

The 7 feet type is suited for a boat game. This series plays an active part also in the cherry salmon 

which uses from the minnow plug to a heavier spoon.                                         

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ   ＳＥＡＢＡＳＳ 

SEABASS 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packing 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

SEABASS 8 3 8.0 125 2 28 ― 12ｌｂ 2 Seabass  CherrySalmon Ｂｋ   \ 94.200- 

SEABASS 7 3 7.0 110 2 28 ― 12ｌｂ 2 Seabass  CherrySalmon Ｂｋ   \ 94.200- 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ１１ 

 

YELLOW TAIL１１  This rod is the new sense lure rods for shore which we investigated four 

elements of casting distance of the lure, lightness, and balance, power on the highest standard. The 

correctness of direction and casting distance is required for aiming at yellowtails from the shore. 

We promises anglers that YELLOW TAIL 11 is flied the lure to the distance more, and is flied the 

lure in the exact direction. It is not overlooked the delicate strike, either. 

ＹＥＬＬＯＷ ＴＡＩＬ１１ 

YELLOW TAIL 11 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig  ＰＥ Price 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ １12 8 11.0 173 2 100 ―  2～6 Yellowtail Amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 108.000- 

Yｅｌｌｏｗtail 106 8 10.6 173 2 80 ―  ２～6 Yellowtail Amberjack Ｂｋ   \108.000- 

YｅｌｌｏｗTａｉｌ １1Ｌ 6 11.0 173 2 70 ―  2～5 Yellowtail Amberjack Ｂｋ   \ 105.000- 
Option  half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥9.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥16.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥23.000 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＯＫＡＲＡ１２ ・ １０.６ 

 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＯＫＡＲＡ１２ ・ １０.６ 
It is the strongest lure rod in the world for Shore. We designed in order that the angler with 

nature with wisdom, power, and courage who castlarge-sized lure by shore in whom big fish 

appears. It makes this blank from the BORON.  

BG TOKARA series is a rod for the limited angler. 

Cautions .. Generally we recommend you GIANT TOKARA series. 

Ｂ・Ｇ ＴＯＫＡＲＡ 

BIG GAME TOKARA 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color 

 

（ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

BIG GAME TOKARA 12 10 12.0 187 2 200 ― 50lb 8 
ＧＴ,  

BigFish in the shore Ｂｋ   \ 186.700- 

BIG GAME TOKARA 10.6 10 10.6 187 2 200 ― 50lb 8 
ＧＴ,  

BigFish in the shore Ｂｋ   \ 173.000- 
half Tiφ20→top16～φ16→top12￥9.000-（only Spinning rod） all Ti Guide ￥16.000-  

RV Ti Guideφ30 ￥8.000- φ40 ￥10.000- RV+all Ti Guide ￥23.000 
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ＭＯＳＳ１６   This rod was designed in order to fish “BlackFinSeabass” in shore. 

In Kii Peninsula, BlackFinSeabass is called "MOSU.".  

You could enjoy a haeavy game with BlackFinSeabass which has not been 

experienced until now. However anglers is also possible cast far, foundations is you 

extract BlackFinSeabass hide in behind the rock underfoot by the length and power 

of this rod. This rod has bat power as anglers can use for GT in shore. 

ＭＯＳＳ １６ 

MOSS Power 
Level 

Length Packng length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks  

color 

 

Rod name＼Details （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

MOSS 16 6 16.0 169 3 60 ― 30ｌｂ 3 
Black fin seabass,  

The middle fish in the shore Ｂｋ   \ 150.000- 
              

 

KUIRA                      FISHERMAN 

 

 

ＫＵＩＲＡ 
The origin of a name this rod is the 

KUIRA  river of the Iriomote island. 

This rod is a tenacious practical rod for 

little fish.  

By UL6.5, the angler had fished 15kg GT 

results, and potential is an unknown. 

 It can use broadly from a management 

fishing spot to the lake and the harbor as 

Seabass and Sakhalin taimen and Trout. 
 

FISHERMAN 

KUIRA7L 6.5L 6.5UL            FISHERMAN 

KUIRA 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint 
Lure weight

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

KUIRA 7L 2 7.0 110  2 15 ― 12ｌｂ 2 seabass, trout, young fish, Ｂｋ   \ 82.300-  

KUIRA 7UL 1 7.0 110  2 15 ― 8ｌｂ 1 seabass, trout, young fish, Ｂｋ   \ 82.300-   

KUIRA 6.5L 2 6.5 102  2 15 ― 12ｌｂ 2 seabass, trout, young fish, Ｂｋ   \ 82.300-  

KUIRA 6.5UL 1 6.5 102  2 15 ― 8ｌｂ 1 seabass, trout, young fish, Ｂｋ   \ 82.300-   

ＫＵＩＲＡ65 70 
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ＣＡＬＹＰＳＯ 

 

ＮＡＲＲＯＷ ＱＵＩＣＫＥＲ 

 
Make your custom rod with you appoint the thickness and lengthof a grip, the thickness of the 

reel sheet etc. which is not in a production model 

 

FISHERMAN 
 

ＮＡＲＲＯＷ ＱＵＩＣＫＥＲ 
It is the rod for the double hand 

of a super-short grip placed for 

the purpose of casting of the 

quick motion. 

You can cast the lure into the 

crevice between narrow place. 

By it is the first action, you can 

be easy to control. 

One NARROW QUICKER which 

suited you in the studio of 

FISHERMAN is made.  

The short rod model fits by each 

angler's form and fishing method 

is different.  

Many uses, such as a dolphin 

and Seabass of bay and in the 

management fishing spot, are in 

the expedition of Barramundi 

 

ＮＡＲＲＯＷ ＱＵＩＣＫＥＲ ・・・custom model                 ＮＡＲＲＯＷ ＱＵＩＣＫＥＲ 

NARROW QUICKER 
Rod name＼Details 

Power 
Level 

Length 
Packng 

length Joint Lure weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color Price （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ 

NARROW QUICKER Ｈ 3 4.5 140 1 50 100 20lb 4 Dolphin, Tuna Yellowtail Ｂｋ   \ 66.900- 

NARROW QUICKER ML 3 4.5 140 1 40 100 16lb 4 Dolphin, Bass Ｂｋ   \ 65.700- 

NARROW QUICKER L 2 4.5 140 1 30 80 12lb 3 Dolphin, Bass Ｂｋ   \ 64.600- 

NARROW QUICKER ULG 1 4.5 140 1 30 80 12lb 3 Dolphin, Bass Ｂｋ   \ 66.300- 

NARROW QUICKER SULC 1 4.5 140 1 25 50 10lb 2 Dolphin, Bass Ｂｋ   \ 63.400- 

NARROW QUICKER SULG 1 4.5 140 1 30 60 12lb 2 Dolphin, Bass Ｂｋ   \ 66.300- 
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ＫＡＩＥＮ BAYSEABASS        ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ  

 

 

 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＢＡＹ ＳＥＡＢＡＳＳ 
This rod was developed in order to aim at Seabass inside the bay. 

The angler can cast quickly and exactly on a narrow point. 

Moreover, in accordance with a wall, angler is also possible the long cast by the double 

hand. Various ! which can be used various fish by using float such as Seabass from a 

boat and Bonito, Yellowtails. Moreover it is suited for barramundi in hide the crevice. 

All guides is the all titanium frame SIC!  

 

The thread colors are all 4 colors.*gray *Red *Purple *Flash blue 

 

 
ＫＡＩＥＮ BAYSEABASS 

KAIEN BAY SEABASS 
Rod name＼Details Power 

Level 

Length 
Packng 
length Joint 

Lure weight

（ｇ） Line 

Target fish Blanks color 

 

 （ｆｔ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast Jig Nylon ＰＥ Price 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＢＡＹ SEABASS 53 2.5 5.3 108 1＆Ｈ 32 ― 14ｌｂ 2.5 Seabass, Bonito, Yellowtail Ｂｋ ― ― \ 67.900- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＢＡＹ SEABASS 56 2.5 5.6 123 1＆Ｈ 32 ― 14ｌｂ 2.5 Seabass, Bonito, Yellowtail Ｂｋ ― ― \ 71.400- 

 

 

 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ShoreMagic 
 

This rod is a light game rod for Shore made in order to aim at Australasian 

salmon, Blackfin seabass, Japanese lates, etc. 

We aimed "the power on one" than previous model. 

Length is a total of 11 kinds from 7.3 feet which can move comfortably to 11 

feet which can avoid the obstacle in the long cast or shore. 

This series have the original decoration wrapping of FISHERMAN, and it is 

beautiful and light, and is a durable shore rod! 

FISHERMAN 

By SP (shaft power) display showing the strength ofthe rod. 

The example of SP : Seabass is from 3 to 4.  

Blackfin seabass is from 3 to 5. Japanese lates is over 5. 

■The thread color(all 4color)  *Black (The decoration wrapping is Gold) 

*Black(The decoration wrapping is Silver)  *Red  *Flash blue, 

. 

 ＫＡＩＥＮ ShoreMagic               FISHERMAN 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ Length 
Rear 

grip 
Packng 

length Joint 
Lure  

weight（ｇ） Line 

Target fish 
Blanks 

color 

Price 

rod name＼Details 
（ｆｔ） 

（ ｃ

ｍ） （ｃｍ） piece Cast  PE 
 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ1065ＳＰ 10.6 36 164 2 10～60  2～4 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \93.400- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ965ＳＰ 9.6 34 149 2 10～60  2～4 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \87.600- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ865ＳＰ 8.6 32 133.5 2 10～50  2～4 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \85.300- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ114ＳＰ 11 35.5 172 2 8～40  1.5～3.5 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \91.100- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ113ＳＰ 11 35.5 172 2 5～30  1～3 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \88.800- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ934ＳＰ 9.3 33 145 2 8～40  1.5～3.5 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \82.900- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ834ＳＰ 8.3 30 130 2 8～40  1～3 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \80.200- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ734ＳＰ 7.3 28 104 2 8～40  1～3.5 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \79.500- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ933ＳＰ 9.3 33 145 2 5～30  1～3 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \77.900- 

ＫＡＩＥＮ ＳｈｏｒｅＭａｇｉｃ833ＳＰ 8.3 30 130 2 5～30  1～3 The any kind of Seabass Ｂｋ   \77.900- 
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  Sept 03’  in Kochi  75.5ｃｍ6ｋｇ       Oct 03’ in Kochi 112ｃｍ 11.2ｋｇ 

KAIEN ShoreMagic865SP + Super stealth 40Lb      KAIEN・ShoreMagic833SP + Super stealth 20Lb 

 
Please try the new world of KAIENShoreMagic. 

 

 

ＫＡＩＥＮ 
ShoreMagic10.6 5ｓｐ 

We improved to the shore rods  

(forJapanese lates and for Blackfin 

seabass, with high power) the hybrid RS 

structure blank developed to GT rods.  

The subject made 10.6 feet (5 shaft 

power) of pliability with lightness. 

This rod will become the secret 

weapons which capture Japanese lates! 

KAIENShoreMagic does not overlook a 

delicate strike when angler doreeling, 

invites it, and it carries 

it into a byte.  

Moreover, the outstanding bat power 

and the flexible blank correspond 

to a jump and an unexpected motion of 

big fish.  

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 
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機内持ち込みも可能な 3 ピースの FISHERMAN KUIRATrois シリーズ 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

FISHERMAN 3PC 

KUIRATrois76L KUIRATrois58 KUIRATrois78 

 

KUIRA developed for lure casting. It's a KUIRATrois series 3 pieces did and that 

made this KUIRA a traveler rod. The one I'm making bear quietly at the time of 

an expedition of GT is also fashionable. Even a green is sometimes effective in 

wide fish from red snapper. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

FISHERMAN KUIRATrois & kuira Free 

Rod PC & cm  Lure W ｇ ＰＥ Line fish price 

KUIRATrois76Ｌ 84cm×3pc 5～30 04～2 Queen fish Trout ￥85.800- 

KUIRATrois58 63cm×3pc 5～30 04～2 Queen fish Trout ￥82.800- 

KUIRATrois78 84cm×3pc 5～40 04～2 Queen fish Trout ￥90.200- 

KUIRA・FreeTrois78 
84cm×3pc  08～2 Cast & light game ￥89.000- 

Bait rod op +￥5.500-   
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FISHERMAN REDPERCH  

 
  

A blank of FISHERMAN REDPERCH series assumes VIP's red snapper by 

a red snapper mule,The done GTi specification. Is the rod craftsman of 

FISHERMAN company, and polite.It's wound and it's applied by sun drying 

paint and it's completion 10 times. In red and black with the thread color. 

Silk thread in Kyoto Nishijin is being used.A tour guide adopts a titanium 

frame + a SiC ring and the Torr Ito ring.。 

 

 

 

  

 

 

rod cm jiｇW ＰＥLine Fish price 

REDPERCH 702 Ti  7.0ft 1&half Rubber and metal200ｇ 0.4～1.2 Red snapper ￥74.800- 

REDPERCH 702LTi 7.0ft 1&half Rubber and metal150ｇ 0.4～1.2 Red snapper ￥74.800-  

REDPERCH 723Ti・T 7.2ft  3 ピース Rubber and metal200ｇ 0.4～1.2 Red snapper ￥93.300- 

REDPERCH 663Ti・T 6.6ft  3 ピース Rubber and metal200ｇ 0.4～1.2 Red snapper ￥91.100- 
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RED PERCH465 R560 R560H 

 

 

 

 

 

REDPERCH ＰC 

 

      Lure-Weight Line 
FISH 

Blank 
Color 

  
Ｓｅｒｉｅｓ ｃｍ Cast MAXJig PE Ｐｒｉｃｅ 

*REDPERCH R465L １ *141 20～60  90   0.8～1.5 Red snapper  White ￥60.800- 

*REDPERCH R560 １ *168 25～60 100   0.8～3 Red snappe  White ￥71.000- 

*REDPERCH R560H １ *168 30～60 200   1～4 Red snapper White ￥74.100- 
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64 sticky conditions are advantageous also for the casting  and the fight. 

NAPOLEON 

510 GT 

572 CTR 

602 CTR 

622 CTR 

682 CTR 

 

 
NAPOLEON･510GT 

 Napoleon510GT is the glass rod 5.10 feet in the total length 

 It is the type of one-and half type. The feature adopts the solid glass blank. The fish is gradually 

drawn delicately and tenaciously while enduring anyhow to bend it. It is finished it up in 64 conditions to 

which the casting control works though it is a glass solid. This rod is suitable for lure weight 1g to 30g and 

lines 1Lb  to16lb. It is good for  cattlefish, dolphin fish, seabass,…. 

Napoleon means the word of great NAPOLEON.GT means Glass Trout. 

 

  572CTR      602CTR      622CTR    682C TR    

NAPOLEON・CTR 

It adopted a carbon solid blank. You can enjoy  sensitivity for the  

Beautiful bent of carbon blank. 

 We will promise ideal casting-best that draws  

a beautiful Curve at 64 condition blank.. You can get  

tiny fish weight of 100g easily.  Guide for this rod is Titan sic type. 

572CTR, 602 CTR, 622CTR,682CTR are good for the seabass and 

fishing in coral sea area.  

 
 

rod PC cm lureW ｇ ＰＥLine fish price 

572CTR 5.7ft 2ps 15g 1.2 Trout PERCH ￥59.400- 

602CTR 6.0ft 2ps 15g 1.2 Trout PERCH ￥60.600- 

622CTR 6.2ft 2ps 15g 1.2 Trout PERCH ￥61.800- 

682CTR 6.8ft 2ps 15g 1.2 Trout PERCH ￥66.300- 

603CT・T 6.0ft 3ps 15g 1.2 Trout PERCH ￥74.800- 
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NAPOLEON60CT・T(6.0ft 3ps) ＆ NAPOLEON60CT4(6.0ft 4ps) 

 

ROD ft cm piece LuerW g PE Line fish blank price 

NAPOLEON60CT・T 6.0 

 

3 ～10 0.5～1.5 Trout PERCH Ｂｋ ￥74.800- 

NAPOLEON60CT4 6.0 

 

4 ～10 0.5～1.5 Trout PERCH Ｂｋ ￥78.100- 

＊ 専用 CT・T 3ps ソフトケース ￥3.500-  専用 CT4 4ps ソフトケース ￥3.800- 
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BlueSprinter is 3 types. 

YellowTail, Ocean, NarrowQuicker 

 

 

 

 

 
●The top guide of OCEAN RS 

and NARROW QUICKER RS is 

titanium guide.      ●J grip 

 

ＢＬＵＥ ＳＰＲＩＮＴＥＲ    Blue sprinter series are made from the blank of RS structure 

which our company  developed uniquely in GT rod, and is practical rod series which can be 

broadly used from the fish of blue color to Bonito, Dolphin, and Seabass. 

We pursue the element of RS structure blanks for light game(comparing with the GT rod) that 

lifting efficiency, lightness, balance efficiency, elasticity, and the difficulty of breaking. 

There is a Jigger (only for jigging) type at OCEAN series and NARROW QUICKER H. 

  
●color: Black, Red, UltraMarineDeep, FlashBlue, FrogGreen, LemonYellow 

BLUE SPRINTER 

 ＹＥＬＬＯＷＴＡＩＬ 6.3RS 6.0RS 5.8RS・・・Jigger 
It is jig rod for the big fish of blue color which applied RS structure blank for GT to the jigging model. 

And we placed for the purpose of vertical jigging, and we pursued the outstanding cast performance. 

Anglers are also possible the cast to the 170g and the long cast to about 125g 

It is the optimal when Anglers play the cast & side slide of the slide system jig 

BLUE SPRINTER 

 OCEAN・RS 
We pursue the element of RS structure blanks for light game(comparing with the GT rod) that 

lifting efficiency, lightness, balance efficiency, elasticity, and the difficulty of breaking. 

This series have the titanium guides in two guides of the top, in order to this series is high 

sensitivity and lightweight. Thereby, this rod is durability and good at through the PE line 

from guides, And you feel high sensitivity of the strike of a fish, 

■Guide: super ocean(MNSG) + titanium (the top of two)  

 

 NARROW QUICKER RS 
We pursue the element of RS structureblanks for light game(comparing with the GT rod) that lifting 

efficiency, lightness, balance efficiency, elasticity, and the difficulty of breaking. 

It changed into 5 feet from previous model 4.5 feet, and 0.5 feet of grip were lengthened.  

Therefore it became this rods practical and quick type which it is more smooth and is easy to control. 

■Guide: super ocean +TOP titanium(the top of two)  *only 5.0 ULRS is all titanium guides. 

ＢＬＵＥ ＳＰＲＩＮＴＥＲ 

Rod name＼Details 

Power 

Level 
Length 

（ｆｔ） 
Packng 

length 
Joint Lure weight(ｇ) 

Jig / Casting 
Line Target fish Price 

YellowTail 6.3ＲＳ Jigger 6 6.3 117ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 220 80 2.5～4 Yellowtail, Amberjack,  ￥ 61.100- 

YellowTail 6.0ＲＳ Jigger 6 6.0 109ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 220 80 2.5～4 Yellowtail, Amberjack, ￥ 58.700- 

YellowTail 5.8ＲＳ Jigger 6 5.8 99ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 200 70 2.5～4 Yellowtail, Amberjack,  ￥ 56.400- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.2ＲＳ 5 6.2 124ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Dolphin, Bonito, Yellowtail  ￥ 55.300- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.2ＲＳ Jigger 5 6.2 124ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass ￥ 56.400- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.0ＲＳ 5 6.0 120ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Dolphin, Bonito, Yellowtail ￥ 49.300- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.0ＲＳ Jigger 5 6.0 120ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass ￥ 55.300- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 5.8ＲＳ 5 5.8 110ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass \  53.000- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 5.8ＲＳ Jigger 5 5.8 110ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 55 1.5～3 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass \ 54.100- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.0ＬＲＳ 5 6.0 120ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 110 40 1～2.5 Dolphin, Bonito, Yellowtail \ 51.800- 

ＯＣＥＡＮ 6.0ＬＲＳ Jigger 5 6.0 120ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 110 40 1～2.5 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass \ 53.000- 

NarrowQuicker 5.0ＨＲＳ 5 5.0 101ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 40 1～2.5 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass \ 48.400- 

NarrowQuicker 5.3ＨＲＳ Jigger 5 5.3 101ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 130 40 1～2.5 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass \ 49.500- 

NarrowQuicker 5.0ＲＳ 4 5.0 101ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 90 35 05～2.5 Yellowtail, Blue fish, Seabass, Dolphin,  \ 45.000- 

NarrowQuicker 5.0ＬＲＳ 3 5.0 101ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 60 28 05～2.5 Seabass, Cattlefish, Trout \ 43.800- 

NarrowQuicker 5.0ＵＬＲＳ 3 5.0 101ｃｍ １＆Ｈ 60 30 05～2.5 Seabass, Cattlefish, Trout \ 49.500- 
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CUSTOM ROD of FISHERMAN 
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Rods 
The combination of the 

colorful color of the rod of 

our company is wrapped by 

the exclusive thread which 

was studied original with 

FISHERMAN and dyed. All 

processes are performed 

by handmade and a 

craftsman wraps thread 

one by one on blanks 

carefully. Fumio Suzuki, a 

designer, is taking charge 

of the harmony and balance 

of the color of a lower 

wrapping or an upper 

wrapping. → 

 

 

 

 

Moreover, abundant thread 

colors are FISHERMAN 

original. 

Decent coloring and decent 

dignity, and the finish which 

does not allow other 

following are born by 

natural dryness 10 times 

and coating 10 times. It 

require much time and take 

much time. The rod of 

FISHERMAN is made by 

the craftsman by whom the 

nerve was careful to all.↓ 

 

Although a full order system original with FISHERMAN requires time, the rod which suited every angler can be manufactured. 

The combination of the color variation of 23 colors will satisfy the angler of rich individuality very much. Your own individuality can be 

expressed combining, such as red, blue, black, green, yellow, gold, and silver, etc.. 

A scale pattern, the thinner scale pattern of a decoration wrapping, etc. are foundations. A photograph is a part of mere decoration 

wrapping. Many options, such as a blank color and reel sheet color, a grip color, and a guide etc.,can be chosen. 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Rods 
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ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ Rods 

ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ ROD ORDER COLOR COAD & CHART 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FISHERMAN 

Thread colors 

01●black 

 

05●purple 

07●red 

08●dark blue 

 

10●flash blue 

12●dark green 

14●emerald green 

 22●coralorange 

23●silk grape red 

 

Op50 ●Janan silk Red +\5.000-(for Big game)  op51 ●Janan silk Black +\5.000-(for Big game) 

Grip colors 

01●black  02●gray 

03●blue  04●red 

Gimbal colors 

01●black  02●gold 

03●silver  04●titanium color 

Reel sheet colors 

01●black  02●gold   

03●silver  04●titanium ion coat (extra) 

 

Guides 

・PKWSG ＮＳＧ ・ＭＮＳＧ ・ＩＣＭＮＳＧ 

(extra) 

・T-PKWSG(extra)                  

ＩＣＭＮＧＧ (extra) ・ＴｉＳＩＣ (extra) 

・Titanium gold cermet (extra) 
 

Center colors 

●gold●silver  

○etc. metal color 
example: meral red, metal blue 

Blank colors 

●black ○white ●blue 
*There are white and blue are not 

 depending on the kind of rod 

 

※Ti・・・・*Titanium 

*PKWSG ＮＳＧ: stainless flame guide   *MNSG: super ocean guide   *ＴｉＳＩＣ: titanium guide   

* T-PKWSG&ＩＣＭＮＳＧ: titanium ion coating super ocean guide    

*ＩＣＭＮＧＧ: titanium ion coating gold cermet guide 
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ＦＩＳＨＥＲＭＡＮ 

Englsh 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
〒907-0022 11 Okawa Ishigaki-city Okinawa JAPAN 

TEL +81-980-83-5318  FAX 81-980-83-5297 
e-mail giant@bronze.ocn.ne.jp 

 

 

 

 
 
■  Since it may change the standard. And the specification without a preliminary 

announcement , please understand. 
■ Goods colors may differ somewhat on the character of printing ink.  
■ The consumption tax is not included in the prices of goods.  
■ Forbid an unapproved copy. 
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